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Have you ever experienced a real great tube

also makes it a real eyecatcher. If you‘re looking

microphone‘s breathtaking intimacy? Have you

for the real thing - this is it!

VM1

pure cardioid

ever noticed its charming detail and inspiring
presence? If not, you should definitely have a

With the Valvet X your vocal recordings will

listen to our Valvet X.

gain a fascinating authenticity and presence

Introducing the Valvet X, Brauner releases a de-

that tube microphones have long been famous

dicated cardioid only microphone that unites

for. Experience how the detail and resolution of

these precious attributes within one micropho-

a Brauner makes your performance stand out

ne unparalleled in its class and pricepoint. The

in the mix. Your recordings do not loose any of

Valvet X offers all of the German craftsmenship

their quality during post production as might

and technical perfection that has made Brauner

happen with lesser microphones due to arti-

Microphones world famous. Only the finest of

facts and lack of sonic detail.

VM1S
VM1

Natural Character
Charming Character

VMA
VMX

materials make it into a Brauner microphone.
Following our product philosophy the Valvet X
Our engineers sculptured the sonic character of

with its charming tonal character is the coun-

the Valvet X in great detail, performing hours of

terpart to the more natural sounding Valvet.

extensive listening tests to yield a result that is
sure to impress. Its prestine and silky black finish
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From a technical point of view Brauner Micro-

time-consuming and costly process, it ensures

phones go to the full extent of what is physi-

the quality of our microphones in a way an in-

cally possible in order to achieve unparalleled

dustrial mass production could never do. As our

results. With an equivalent noise of 9 dBA the

goal is to offer the best microphones money

Valvet X ranks among the best tube micropho-

can buy, we will not make any compromises for

nes available on the market today. Needless to

the sake of our products‘ quality.

say we do not use any filters to achieve such ex-

Thus a Brauner microphone is not only a profes-

cellent technical specifications, as filters would

sional and reliable tool for your daily work but

– while reducing the noise – also have an ad-

also a lifetime investment.

verse effect on the sound quality. Additionally,
our microphones have a very high sensitivity
allowing the perfect adjustment of your preamps‘ recording level. Thus annoying noise is
eliminated. What‘s left is pure sound!
To reach this high level of perfection only the
best components are carefully selected, assembled and calibrated to become these wonderful works of art and sound. Even though this is a

TechSpecs
Equivalent Noise
Signal to Noise
Sensitivity
Pattern
Frequency Range
Maximum SPL
Power Supply

< 9 dB A (IEC651)
> 84 dB (1 Pa/1 kHz-Cardioid)
28 mV / Pa-Cardioid
Cardioid
20 Hz - 22 kHz
142 dB SPL @ 0,3 % THD
115 V or 230 V
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